Correlation and compatibility between surface respiratory electromyography and transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyography measurements during treadmill exercise in stable patients with COPD

Purpose: To evaluate the compatibility and correlation between noninvasive surface respiratory electromyography and invasive transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyography measurements as facilitating indicators of neural respiratory drive (NRD) evaluation during treadmill exercise.

Patients and methods: Transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyogram activity (EMGdi,es) and surface inspiratory electromyogram (EMGi) activity, including surface diaphragmatic EMG activity (EMGdi,sur), surface parasternal intercostal muscle EMG activity (EMGpara), and surface sternocleidomastoid EMG activity (EMGsc), were detected simultaneously during increasing exercise capacity in 20 stable patients with COPD. EMGdi,es, EMGdi,sur, EMGpara, and EMGsc were quantified using the root mean square (RMS) and were represented as RMSdi,es, RMSdi,sur, RMSpara, and RMSsc, respectively.

Results: There was a significant association between EMGdi,es and EMGdi,sur ($r = 0.966, p < 0.01$), EMGpara ($r = 0.967, p < 0.01$), and EMGsc ($r = 0.956, p < 0.01$) in the COPD patients during exercise. Bland-Altman plots showed that the lowest mean bias value was between EMGdi,es and EMGpara compared with the bias values between EMGdi,es and the other two EMG parameters. In comparing the estimation of EMGdi,es, we observed the lowest bias values ($-1\%)$ and the lowest limits of agreement values ($-10\%$ to $-12\%$). Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) between EMGdi,es and EMGdi,sur was $0.978 (p < 0.01)$, between EMGdi,es and EMGpara was $0.980 (p < 0.01)$, and between EMGdi,es and EMGsc was $0.868 (p < 0.01)$.

Conclusion: RMSdi,sur, RMSpara, and RMSsc could provide useful physiological markers of NRD in COPD. RMSpara shows the best compatibility and correlation with transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyography during treadmill exercise in stable patients with COPD.
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Introduction

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized by a chronic progressive and irreversible flow limitation, which is the main cause of death due to respiratory failure. The pathophysiological characteristics of COPD are airway obstruction, dynamic excessive lung inflation, and ultimately inflammation. Exertional dyspnea is the principal clinical symptom that affects the exercise capacity...
and quality of life in stable patients with COPD. Therefore, evaluation of exertional dyspnea is the most intuitive index of the effect of pulmonary rehabilitation. Exertional dyspnea was traditionally assessed via the Borg scale during the 6-minute walk test.²

It is widely accepted that the sensation of exertional dyspnea requires an awareness of the levels of neural output from the brainstem respiratory center to the peripheral respiratory muscles;³ hence, exertional dyspnea can be measured by detecting neural respiratory drive (NRD). The NRD to the diaphragm, represented by quantifying the diaphragmatic electromyogram (EMG) activity (the ratio of the root mean square [RMS] of the EMG activity to the maximum RMS of the EMG activity), is reportedly closely related to breathlessness in COPD.⁴ After the breathlessness threshold, incremental changes in diaphragmatic EMG activity expressed as a percentage of maximum (EMGdi%max) were significantly greater and less variable than incremental changes in ventilation as the intensity of breathlessness increased in stable patients with COPD.⁴ Traditionally, EMGdi was recorded using a multipair esophageal electrode catheter that was swallowed by the subject,⁵ leading to discomfort during EMGdi detection. Furthermore, the complex operations and indisposed feeling experienced by patients reduced follow-up visit compliance and increased the loss rate.

Noninvasive detection of the EMG activity of another inspiratory muscle, the parasternal intercostal muscle, using surface electrode recordings has advantages over EMGdi recorded using invasive esophageal catheters. Surface recordings of the EMG activity of the parasternal intercostal muscles (EMGpara) have also been shown to be closely related to breathlessness in healthy subjects and in respiratory disease;⁶ however, the study used the subjective Borg scale as a reference.⁷ Previous studies have also lacked a description of the effect of peripheral muscle activities on surface muscle recordings during exercise.

In order to evaluate the accuracy and feasibility of the application of noninvasive surface respiratory electromyography recordings in NRD evaluation during exercise, we detected the transesophageal diaphragmatic EMG activity (EMGdi,es) and surface inspiratory EMG activity, including surface diaphragmatic EMG activity (EMGdi,sur), surface sternocleidomastoid EMG activity (EMGsc), and EMGpara simultaneously during increasing exercise capacity in stable patients with COPD. The correlation and compatibility of invasive and noninvasive inspiratory EMG detection methods were analyzed during the whole exercise period.

### Subjects and methods

#### Subjects

This clinical trial included 20 patients with COPD (age range, 40–80 years) treated at outpatient respiratory medicine departments at the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University between July 2016 and December 2016. The diagnosis of COPD in all participants was made using pulmonary spirometry according to the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease guidelines.¹ Inclusion criteria were: 1) post-bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)/forced vital capacity of 70%, and FEV1 of 50% of the predicted value; and 2) negative bronchial dilation test. Exclusion criteria were: 1) acute exacerbation of symptoms in the previous 4 weeks; 2) use of oral corticosteroids within 4 weeks; 3) smoking more than 10 cigarettes daily; and (4) history of other respiratory, cardiovascular, neuromuscular, and musculoskeletal diseases that could interfere with the exercise performance and inspiratory muscle activities.

#### Study design

Our study has been reviewed and published on the ClinicalTrials.gov public site (identifier: NCT03238209, date of registration: October 2, 2017). The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University. Written informed consent was obtained from COPD patients before participation in this study. To ensure that the rights of all participants were protected, the researchers strictly adhered to the ethical principles Declaration of Helsinki in designing and conducting clinical research.

### Measurements of transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyogram activity

EMGdi,es is the classic representative index that describes the activity of diaphragmatic myoelectric signals, which are the electrical manifestations of the excitation process elicited by action potentials propagating along muscle fiber membranes. The EMG signal is detected with multiple electrodes and then amplified, filtered, and displayed on a screen or digitized to facilitate further analysis. Electromyography of respiratory muscles can be used to assess the level and pattern of their activation to detect and diagnose neuromuscular pathology, and can be coupled with mechanical function tests to assess the efficacy of the muscle’s contractile function.⁷ NRD, expressed as EMGdi, was measured using a multipair esophageal electrode consisting of nine consecutive coils composed of five electrode pairs⁸ positioned in the esophagus and traversing the cardia⁹ (Figure 1). EMGdi signals acquired
The electrical activity of the surface inspiratory EMG was derived transcutaneously from pairs of single disposable electrodes (Neotrode; Conmed Corporation, New York, NY, USA). The same disposable electrode was used for the common or ground electrode. The electrical activity of the sternocleidomastoid muscles and intercostal muscles were derived transcutaneously from reusable bipolar electrodes formed by two narrow rim electrode housings, each containing a 4 mm Ag–AgCl sintered electrode pallet (InVivo Metrics, Healdsburg, CA, USA), interconnected with a plastic clip (homemade UMCG, Groningen, the Netherlands) at a distance of 14 mm. After filling the electrode cavity with electrode gel, the assembly was fixed to the skin with double-sided adhesives. All EMG signals detected by electrodes were conveyed to the biological signal acquisition and analysis system (Powerlab 16/35; ADInstruments, Sydney, NSW, Australia) by shielded low noise cables.

Electrode placement
EMGdi,sur: the surface detecting electrode couple were separately placed at the intersection point of the sixth and eight intercostal space and at the anterior axillary line, at a distance of 5 cm.10

EMGpara: the surface detecting electrodes were placed bilaterally in the second intercostal space, about 3 cm parasfetal, and a reference ground electrode was placed at the sternum sternal angle.11

EMGsc: the surface detecting electrodes were placed at 1/3 and 2/3 of the overall length of sternocleidomastoid, and a reference ground electrode was placed at the suprasternal fossa (Figure 1).12

Exercise testing
All patients performed a maximal incremental cycle ergometry test using the Ergoselect 200 K (Cosmed, Rome, Italy). Ergometry was performed with the patient in sitting posture, in order to minimize the effects of muscle activity necessary for body stabilization. Furthermore, to minimize muscle activity required for head positioning, the patients were instructed to look straight ahead during the measurements. The test consisted of a steady-state resting period of 3 min followed by 1 min of unloaded pedaling at 60 cycles/min for each individual; the exercise load was increased by 10 W each minute until the test had to be stopped because symptoms prevented further exercise. After test results were recorded, the EMGdi,es and each surface inspiratory EMG at maximal exercise capacity were analyzed.

Statistical analysis
SPSS 16.0 was used to perform analyses and create graphs. Statistical description of measurement was represented by mean ± standard deviation. The change in each surface inspiratory EMG and EMGdi,es over time during exercise was assessed using a nonlinear fit model. A data processing method in which a continuous curve is used to characterize or approximate the coordinates represented by discrete points was used. Regression of repeated measurements in the same subject was proceeded, and description of measurement...
was represented by $r$-value. Analyses of correlation and consistency (Bland-Altman analysis and intraclass correlation coefficients) between EMGdi,es and surface inspiratory EMG parameters (EMGdi,sur; EMGpara; and EMGsc) were conducted. A $p$-value <0.05 was considered significant.

**Results**

**Patient characteristics**

This study included 20 stable patients with COPD. The mean patient age was 60.7 ± 12.3 years, and the mean FEV$_1$ was 38.1% ± 12.2%.

**Electromyogram change characteristics**

In COPD patients, EMGdi,es and surface inspiratory EMG activity increased constantly during increased treadmill exercise capacity according to the original EMG waveform (Figure 2). EMGdi,es was significantly increased from 20% of the total exercise time. EMGdi,sur was increased almost immediately after the start of the exercise test (from 10% of the total exercise time). EMGpara was significantly increased from 20% of the total exercise time (Table 1). The variation curves of EMGdi,es, EMGdi,sur, and EMGpara over the total exercise time showed an “S”-shaped increase (rose rapidly in the middle exercise stage and slowly in the later stage) (Figure 3A, B, and C). In contrast, RMSsc was increased from 50% of the total exercise time (Table 1). EMGsc increased to a greater extent and increased more rapidly than the other surface inspiratory EMG parameters over the total exercise time (Figure 3).

**Association between transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyogram activity and each surface electromyogram**

In the COPD patients, there was a significant association between EMGdi,es and EMGdi,sur ($r=0.966$, $p<0.01$; Figure 4A), between EMGdi,es and EMGpara ($r=0.967$, $p<0.01$; Figure 4B), and between EMGdi,es and EMGsc ($r=0.956$, $p<0.01$; Figure 4C).

**Consistency test between transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyogram activity and each surface electromyogram**

Bland-Altman plots showed a low mean bias value between EMGdi,es and EMGdi,sur. In comparing the estimation of EMGdi,es, we observed the lowest bias values (–9%) and the lowest limit of agreement (LoA) values (–20% to 2%). Bland-Altman analysis revealed that 12/220 (5.45%) points were not included in the 95% LoA. The difference between EMGdi,es and EMGdi,sur measurements was clinically acceptable, indicating that there was good consistency (Figure 5A).

Bland-Altman plots showed a lower mean bias value between EMGdi,es and EMGpara compared with the bias.
Table 1  Variance of transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyogram activity (EMGdi,es) and surface inspiratory electromyogram activity during treadmill exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise stage (% of maximal exercise time)</th>
<th>RMSdi,es p-value</th>
<th>RMSdi,sur p-value</th>
<th>RMSpara p-value</th>
<th>RMSsc p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8.35±0.49</td>
<td>14.10±0.72</td>
<td>8.75±0.44</td>
<td>8.35±0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>8.25±0.55</td>
<td>17.05±1.00</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>9.45±0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>11.65±0.67 *</td>
<td>18.35±0.99 *</td>
<td>11.60±0.75 *</td>
<td>7.70±0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>15.35±0.93 *</td>
<td>27.70±1.26 *</td>
<td>13.20±0.62 *</td>
<td>8.90±0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>14.95±0.83 *</td>
<td>27.90±1.41 *</td>
<td>14.40±0.68 *</td>
<td>10.05±0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>24.70±0.98 *</td>
<td>32.20±1.01 *</td>
<td>14.70±0.73 *</td>
<td>11.05±0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>44.60±2.26 *</td>
<td>62.75±2.84 *</td>
<td>43.05±1.96 *</td>
<td>14.85±0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>56.20±2.17 *</td>
<td>69.85±2.98 *</td>
<td>62.20±1.85 *</td>
<td>22.40±1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>59.90±2.15 *</td>
<td>65.60±2.93 *</td>
<td>64.70±3.60 *</td>
<td>28.50±1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>79.30±3.80 *</td>
<td>82.65±3.88 *</td>
<td>69.20±3.00 *</td>
<td>75.90±4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>83.15±4.04 *</td>
<td>84.70±5.08 *</td>
<td>83.95±4.17 *</td>
<td>95.30±2.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Significantly increased compared to 0% exercise stage. Blank p-value spaces indicate no significant increase compared to 0% exercise stage.

Abbreviations: RMS, root mean square; RMSdi,es, RMS of transesophageal diaphragmatic electromyogram activity; RMSdi,sur, RMS of the surface electromyogram activity of the diaphragm; RMSpara, RMS of the surface electromyogram activity of the parasternal intercostal muscles; RMSsc, RMS of the surface electromyogram activity of the sternocleidomastoid muscles.

value between EMGdi,es and EMGdi,sur. In comparing the estimation of EMGdi,es, we observed the lowest bias values (−1%) and the lowest LoA values (−10% to −12%). Bland-Altman analysis revealed that 12/220 (5.45%) points were not included in the 95% LoA. The difference between EMGdi,es and EMGpara measurements was clinically acceptable, indicating that there was good consistency (Figure 5B).

Bland-Altman plots showed the highest mean bias value between EMGdi,es and EMGsc compared with the bias...
values between EMGdi,es and the other two surface EMGs. In comparing the estimation of EMGdi,es, we observed the lowest bias values (−11%) and the lowest LoA values (−18% to 39%). Bland-Altman analysis revealed that 0/220 (0%) points were not included in the 95% LoA. The difference between EMGdi,es and EMGsc measurements was bigger than the differences between EMGdi,es and the first two EMG measurements (Figure 5C).

Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) between EMGdi,es and EMGdi,sur was 0.978 (95% CI: 0.985, 0.991, p < 0.01). ICC between EMGdi,es and EMGpara was 0.980 (95% CI: 0.974, 0.984, p < 0.01). ICC between EMGdi,es and EMGsc was 0.868 (95% CI: 0.831, 0.897, p < 0.01). The difference between EMGdi,es and three surface respiratory EMG measurements was clinically acceptable.

**Discussion**

The major finding of the present study was that surface inspiratory EMG activity (represented by RMSdi,sur, RMSpara, and RMSsc) was closely related to RMSdi,es, which denotes exertional breathlessness in stable patients with COPD. An increase in surface EMGsc better indicated breathlessness than EMGpara and EMGsc, as the EMGsc variation curve appeared as a platform in low double-digits exercise time and then significantly increased in 80%-90% of exercise time, corresponding to a degree of dyspnea of 28.50±1.54% to 75.90±4.52%. The present results support the hypothesis that surface measurements of respiratory muscle activities is a reliable method of detecting breathlessness in COPD.

The traditional esophageal electrode catheter method is an invasive procedure, as the catheter is placed into the esophagus through the nostril, which causes discomfort during EMGdi detection. New methods of EMG detection using body surface electrodes have decreased the pain associated with the procedure and increased patient compliance. Previous studies indicate that the surface EMGpara, which is closely related to inspiratory drive, could provide a...
clinically useful biomarker in evaluating treatment response during acute exacerbations of COPD.\textsuperscript{13} Research has also indicated that increased inspiratory neck muscle activity is associated with insufficient levels of inspiratory pressure support during ventilator weaning,\textsuperscript{14} asynchronous ventilation,\textsuperscript{15} and weaning failure\textsuperscript{16} in intensive care unit patients with mechanical ventilation.

The diaphragm is the principal inspiratory muscle, contributing to 70% of ventilation\textsuperscript{17} and conducting the majority of inspiratory work in normal humans. Hence, the NRD, quantified as the EMGdi,es, is closely related to exertional breathlessness in COPD. Increases in EMGdi,es discriminate between successive Borg breathlessness scores better than increases in ventilation, which plateau as a consequence of marked neuroventilatory uncoupling due to impaired pulmonary mechanics. The development of esophageal catheters wired as multiple, overlapping pairs of bipolar electrodes that are analyzed using digital analysis algorithms\textsuperscript{18-21} has greatly improved the reliability and signal-to-noise ratio of the technique compared with earlier methods.\textsuperscript{22,23} Quantification of NRD using surface recordings of another inspiratory muscle, the parasternal intercostal muscle, has the advantage over EMGdi,es of being noninvasive. Surface recordings of EMGpara have also been shown to be closely related to breathlessness in COPD and cystic fibrosis.\textsuperscript{6,11} The present study showed that EMGdi,sur, EMGpara, and EMGsc activities were associated with increases in dyspneic sensation in COPD patients, coinciding with the findings of previous studies.

In COPD patients, EMGdi,sur was increased almost immediately after the start of the exercise test (from 10% of the total exercise time), while EMGdi,es significantly increased in 20% of the total exercise time. This indicates that noninvasive methods for recording EMGdi could provide similar results to the invasive measurements. As the principal inspiratory muscle that contributes the majority of ventilation effort, the diaphragm maintains a certain intensity of electric activity in the resting state, and it exhibits a rapid response to treadmill exercise. Noninvasive methods for recording the EMG activity of external intercostal muscles provided similar results; EMGpara rose rapidly in the middle exercise stage and slowly in the later stage, similarly to EMGdi,es. This indicates that the diaphragm and the external intercostal muscles are synergistic in spontaneous breathing and exertional dyspnea. NRD, as represented by EMGdi,sur and EMGpara, was reliable except for interference from the crosstalk effect. In contrast, RMSsc significantly increased from 50% of the total exercise time. EMGsc increased to a greater extent and increased more rapidly in the post-exercise stage. This result is in accordance with respiratory physiology, as the sternocleidomastoid muscles are accessory muscles of respiration and are active during relatively serious exertional dyspnea or high-intensity respiratory load. This indicates that patients experienced moderate to serious dyspnea during clinical observation of the activity of the sternocleidomastoid muscles. In the present study, sternocleidomastoid muscles activity was observed in 80%–90% of the exercise time, equivalent to 59.90±2.15 to 79.30±3.80% of RMSdi,es. This indicates that patients were experiencing moderate to serious dyspnea while rhythmic contractile activity of the sternocleidomastoid muscles (consistent with breathing) could be clinically observed.

The diaphragmatic muscle, parasternal intercostal muscles, and sternocleidomastoid muscles contribute varying degrees to the inspiratory process and show different functions and characteristics. However, these three types of inspiratory muscles are synergistic, and evaluation of each type of inspiratory muscle could theoretically reflect NRD or dyspnea. In our study, measurement of the EMG activity of each inspiratory muscle had a strong correlation with EMGdi,es. In actual clinical conditions, surface EMG has a high sensitivity and is easily interfered with by crosstalk.\textsuperscript{24} Detecting the EMG activities of the diaphragmatic, parasternal intercostal, and sternocleidomastoid muscles simultaneously contributed to avoiding the effect of crosstalk during exercise. The best EMG recording could then be selected to represent the degree of dyspnea.

**Conclusion**

EMG measurement of the inspiratory muscles, represented by quantifying the surface EMG activities of the diaphragm, parasternal intercostal muscles, and sternocleidomastoid muscles as RMSdi,sur, RMSpara, and RMSsc, is closely related to RMSdi,es in COPD. Therefore, RMSdi,sur, RMSpara, and RMSsc could provide a useful physiological marker of NRD in COPD. RMSpara shows the best compatibility and correlation to EMGdi,es during treadmill exercise in stable patients with COPD.
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